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A fast radiative transfer model for limb radiances: Accounting for horizontal gradients

Abstract

We investigate the influence of horizontal structure in the atmosphere on the simulation of emitted infrared
limb radiances from the Envisat-MIPAS instrument, and examine a pragmatic extension of the regression-
based RTMIPAS fast radiative transfer model to deal with horizontal atmospheric structure. The pragmatic
extension of RTMIPAS takes into account the horizontal structure at the ray-tracing step, but uses regression
models derived from a set of horizontally homogeneous atmospheres in the transmittance parameterisation.
This reduces the computational effort required for the derivation of the regression models. The effects of
horizontal gradients in the atmosphere on MIPAS radiances are examined by comparing radiance spectra
simulated with RTMIPAS to line-by-line equivalents and to real MIPAS observations.

It is shown that neglecting horizontal structure in the atmosphere can introduce errors in the radiance simula-
tion that exceed by far the instrument noise, particularly for lower tangent heights and for strongly absorbing
spectral regions. The pragmatic extension of the fast radiative transfer model can substantially reduce this
error, and for tangent pressures less than 350 hPa (tangent heights greater than about 8 km) almost all er-
ror due to horizontal gradients is eliminated. In agreement with this, fast-model radiances simulated from
cross-sections of the ECMWF model compare significantly better to observed MIPAS limb radiances than
radiances simulated under the assumption of horizontal homogeneity. This further confirms a considerable
reduction in forward-model error when horizontal atmospheric structure is taken into account.

1 Introduction

Growing interest in monitoring the chemical composition and thermal structure of the stratosphere from space
has sparked increased efforts to optimise the use of data from passive limb sounders such as the Michelson
Interferometer for Passive Atmospheric Sounding (MIPAS) on Envisat or the Microwave Limb Sounder (MLS)
on EOS-Aqua. The attraction of the limb-viewing geometry stems from long ray paths in the tangent layer,
which maximises the emitting material that is sensed, so that temperature can be measured at higher altitudes
and even minor gases can be detected (e.g., Kidder and Vonder Haar 1995).

Limb observations are inherently sensitive to the vertical as well as the horizontal structure of the atmosphere
being sensed. The scale of the influence of the horizontal structure is highly dependent on the characteristics
of the spectral regions used, as a simple consideration of typical weighting functions reveals (e.g., Livesey
and Read 2000). For channels in spectral regions with relatively weak absorption, the associated weighting
functions along the line-of-sight peak around the tangent point. This translates to sharp weighting-function
peaks at the tangent height against a vertical coordinate, yet fairly broad weighting in the horizontal, with most
information originating from a region of typically 500 km located almost symmetrically around the tangent
point (see, for instance, the MIPAS channel at 941.050 cm � 1, indicated as dashed line in Fig. 1). In contrast,
channels in more strongly absorbing spectral regions show weighting functions that may peak well away from
the tangent point, on the side towards the instrument (see, for instance, the MIPAS channel at 704.875 cm � 1,
indicated as solid line in Fig. 1). In addition, if we consider an entire vertical scan of a limb sounder, each field
of view may not have the same sub-tangent point, adding further dependency on spatial atmospheric structures.
This feature is usually referred to as tangent-point drift and it depends on the adopted scanning pattern (e.g.,
Livesey and Read 2000, Carlotti et al. 2001). If the instrument is not viewing within the orbital plane, a
vertical scan is even sensitive to the 3-dimensional structure of the atmosphere. Despite all this, many retrieval
schemes for rearward or forward viewing limb sounders assume that horizontal gradients in the atmosphere
can be neglected for one limb scan (e.g., Ridolfi et al. 2000, von Clarmann 2003), and this leads to a situation-
dependent retrieval error.

The role of horizontal gradients in limb sounding has been recognised for some time (e.g., Gill and House
1971, Marks and Rodgers 1993). As a result, methods have been developed which retrieve the horizontal
gradient as well as the vertical representation (e.g., Marks and Rodgers 1993). More recently, tomographic
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Figure 1: a) Weighting functions for two sample channels from MIPAS at a tangent altitude of 15.0 km as a function
of line-of-sight distance. MIPAS is located towards lower values of the line-of-sight distance, and the tangent point is
situated at 0.0 km (grey line). The weighting functions have been normalised to 1.0 at the maximum for display purposes.
The calculations are based on a midlatitude reference profile, and the two channels are examples for spectral regions with
relatively strong (704.875 cm � 1) and relatively weak absorption (941.050 cm � 1), respectively. b) As a), but as a function
of height.

retrieval methods have become feasible. These treat simultaneously a series of adjacent limb scans (or even
an entire orbit), and retrieve a representation of the atmosphere on a grid covering the vertical as well as the
orbital coordinate (e.g., Livesey and Read 2000, Carlotti et al. 2001, Reburn et al. 2003). The studies show
considerable benefits from this approach as a result of eliminating the error arising from neglecting horizontal
gradients. Improvements in terms of the horizontal resolution that can be retrieved compared to treating each
limb scan individually have also been shown (Ridolfi et al. 2004). For MLS on EOS-Aura, the routine retrieval
processing is based on a tomographic approach (Livesey and Wu 1999).

Recently, ECMWF has started developments to directly assimilate infrared limb radiances from MIPAS within
a global numerical weather prediction (NWP) model. To achieve this, a new fast radiative transfer model to
compute MIPAS limb radiances has been developed and extensively validated (Bormann et al. 2004 and 2005,
hereinafter BMH04 and BMH05, respectively). The model is referred to as RTMIPAS, and its development and
validation were restricted to atmospheres without horizontal gradients. Forward modelling approaches similar
to RTMIPAS have been investigated for MLS on EOS-Aura (Liang Feng 2004, pers. communication). Given
that accounting for 2-dimensional (vertical and horizontal) structure of the atmosphere has led to benefits in a
retrieval framework, there is some interest to similarly account for horizontal gradients in the future assimilation
of limb radiances.

In this report we investigate the role of horizontal structure in the atmosphere on the fast simulation of emitted
infrared limb radiances from the MIPAS instrument. We quantify the error made in the radiance simulation by
assuming horizontal homogeneity. We also investigate a pragmatic extension of the RTMIPAS model to take
into account 2-dimensional atmospheric structure encountered by rearward or forward-looking limb sounders.
The approach adopted for the extension avoids the costly retraining of the regressions used in RTMIPAS and
thus simplifies the derivation of the transmittance parameterisation. It is the first time that a regression-based
radiative transfer model for MIPAS has been extended to take into account 2-dimensional atmospheric structure.
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We also present first comparisons between observed MIPAS radiances and radiances simulated with RTMIPAS
from ECMWF model fields.

The structure of the report is as follows: We first provide a summary of the RTMIPAS methodology, outline
our strategy for the extension to treat horizontal gradients, provide detail about the methods adapted for the ray-
tracing, and introduce the LBL calculations performed for this study. Next, we provide an estimate for errors
introduced by neglecting horizontal gradients in limb radiative transfer models, and give estimates for the errors
introduced through the fast transmittance parameterisation in the 2-dimensional version of RTMIPAS. Com-
parisons between simulated and observed MIPAS radiances further highlight the benefits of the 2-dimensional
version of RTMIPAS. A summary and our conclusions are given in the last section.

2 Methodology

2.1 RTMIPAS

The MIPAS instrument on-board Envisat is an interferometer with very high spectral resolution (0.025 cm � 1,
unapodised), measuring infrared limb radiances in 5 spectral bands between 685 and 2410 cm � 1, giving a total
of 59,605 spectral points (i.e., channels). In the normal scanning pattern, MIPAS provides observations at
tangent altitudes between 6 an 68 km, with a field of view (FOV) of 3 km in the vertical and 30 km in the
horizontal at the tangent point. Further details about the instrument can be found in ESA (2000).

RTMIPAS is a fast radiative transfer model for the simulation of emitted clear-sky apodised limb radiances
from MIPAS, and its methodology is discussed in detail in BMH04 and BMH05; here we present only a brief
summary of the main points. RTMIPAS follows the methodology of RTTOV (Radiative Transfer for TOVS)
which is used for the direct assimilation of nadir radiances at several operational NWP centres (e.g., Saunders
et al. 1999, Matricardi et al. 2004). RTMIPAS represents the atmosphere on 81 fixed pressure levels and, for
each channel, calculates convolved level-to-satellite transmittances from each level based on linear regression
models for the effective layer optical depths in each layer. The regression models are derived from a large
database of line-by-line (LBL) model calculations for a set of diverse profiles, with local horizontal homogene-
ity assumed in the calculations. The predictors used in the regression models represent layer quantities as well
as values characterising the conditions along the ray towards the observer. Ray-tracing is required to obtain
the ray path and to construct the predictors. Radiative transfer calculations are performed for rays with tangent
points at a subset of 34 of the fixed pressure levels, and the resulting radiance/tangent height relationship is
subsequently convolved with the MIPAS FOV function to obtain the FOV radiances. Comparisons between
radiances simulated with RTMIPAS and radiances calculated from a LBL model show that the error intro-
duced through the fast transmittance parameterisation is well below the noise level of the MIPAS instrument
for most channels and tangent heights. In the following, this first version of RTMIPAS will be referred to as
‘RTMIPAS-1d’ to highlight that local horizontal homogeneity is assumed.

2.2 Approach to extend RTMIPAS to 2-dimensional atmospheres

One way to extend RTMIPAS to the 2-dimensional geometry is to extend the required ray-tracing to the 2-
dimensional geometry, and to retrain the regression models based on LBL calculations for a set of diverse
atmospheric cross-sections. While this approach is likely to give the smallest fast model errors, it has a consid-
erable disadvantage: LBL calculations for all MIPAS channels for atmospheres with horizontal gradients are
very costly. The required computational resources would be significantly higher than the already very large ef-
fort invested in the 1-dimensional calculations, both in terms of the size of the transmittance database as well as
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the computing time. Also, additional effort would be required to construct a set of atmospheric cross-sections
that suitably captures the atmospheric variability, in terms of both the vertical and the horizontal structure.

Instead, we investigate here a more pragmatic and cost-effective extension to the 2-dimensional geometry: we
replace only the ray-tracing used in RTMIPAS-1d with a full 2-dimensional ray-tracer, outlined in the next
subsection and further in the Appendix, and we use the same regression models with the same coefficients as
in RTMIPAS-1d. We will refer to the resulting model as ‘RTMIPAS-2d’. The hypothesis behind the approach
is that the regression models should be adequate for an atmosphere with horizontal gradients, as long as the
atmospheric variability on both sides of the tangent point was captured in the training set used for the RTMIPAS-
1d regression models. The 2d-extension adds only marginally to the execution time of RTMIPAS, since all
additional computations are confined to the ray-tracing which in typical applications contributes less than 1.5 %
of the computation time (depending on the number of channels/tangent heights being modelled).

2.3 Ray-tracing in 2-dimensional atmospheres on a pressure grid

The computation of the path-lengths, ∆s, between the fixed pressure levels used in RTMIPAS-1d is outlined
in BMH05 (Appendix A). Using plane polar-coordinates � r� θ � , it is shown that ∆s can be evaluated in terms
of the change in ray bending, ∆α , which in turn is related to the radial gradient of refractive-index, n. In the
1-dimensional case, the radial gradients are evaluated from the profile information at the assumed tangent point
location. By definition, the angular position within the measurement plane, θ , is not required because refractive
index is only a function of radius, n � r � . The calculation of path-lengths in RTMIPAS-2d is essentially based
on the same approach (see Appendix). However, ray bending at an arbitrary point on the two dimensional
ray-path, P � r� θ � , is calculated using refractive index gradients at P � r� θ � , instead of using the values at the ray
tangent point. In addition, the impact parameter defined as a � nr sin φ (n is the refractive index and φ is the
angle between the tangent of the ray-path and local radius vector) varies along the ray-path as a result of the
horizontal gradients. The variation is given by (e.g., Healy 2001):

da
ds

� �
∂n
∂θ � r

(1)

2.4 Line-by-line calculations for a set of cross-sections

To evaluate the approach used for RTMIPAS-2d we compare RTMIPAS-2d-simulated radiances with results
from LBL computations for 40 cross-sections taken from ECMWF 12-h forecast fields. The cross sections
provide diverse conditions of temperature, humidity, and ozone, covering the period 1 September 2003 to
1 July 2004, with dates and coordinates of the centres of the cross-sections given in Table 1. Each cross section
consists of 41 profiles at 40 km spacing oriented in North-South direction through the central point, to simulate
a simplified MIPAS rearward viewing orientation. The first 10 cross-sections have been subjectively sampled to
represent situations with considerable horizontal structure, whereas the others have been selected to adequately
cover different seasons and geographical regions. Note that most cross-sections sample the period 15 October
2003 - 1 March 2004, during which MIPAS near-realtime ozone retrievals were assimilated operationally at
ECMWF in addition to NOAA-16 SBUV profiles (Dethof 2003). The operational ECMWF model at the time
had a resolution of T511 (approx. 40 km) in the horizontal, and 60 levels in the vertical, with a top of the model
at 0.1 hPa. To extrapolate onto the RTMIPAS pressure levels above the forecast model’s top we used a constant
mesospheric lapse rate for temperature, and kept humidity and ozone constant.

It is worth noting that while we endeavoured to cover all geographical regions and seasons in the set of 40
cross-sections, no effort has been made to specifically optimise the atmospheric variability represented in this
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Table 1: Dates and locations of the centre of the cross sections used for model intercomparison calculations.

No. Date and time Latitude Longitude No. Date and time Latitude Longitude
(UTC) [ 	 N] [ 	 E] (UTC) [ 	 N] [ 	 E]

1 20030901 00 -65.00 140.00 21 20031101 12 70.00 25.00
2 20031001 00 -60.00 10.00 22 20031201 12 -60.00 -160.00
3 20031201 00 50.00 -30.00 23 20031201 12 -20.00 -5.00
4 20031201 00 75.00 -75.00 24 20031201 12 20.00 0.00
5 20040201 00 40.00 -165.00 25 20040101 12 -85.00 -72.00
6 20040201 00 60.00 90.00 26 20040101 12 -55.00 30.00
7 20040501 00 -45.00 -30.00 27 20040101 12 0.00 20.00
8 20040501 00 10.00 -140.00 28 20040101 12 30.00 -50.00
9 20040701 00 -51.00 -122.00 29 20040101 12 55.00 -70.00

10 20040701 00 50.00 -20.00 30 20040101 12 85.00 50.00
11 20031015 12 -75.00 20.00 31 20040201 12 -40.00 50.00
12 20031015 12 -50.00 80.00 32 20040201 12 -30.00 -100.00
13 20031015 12 -10.00 -60.00 33 20040201 12 -20.00 -150.00
14 20031015 12 5.00 -55.00 34 20040301 12 -50.00 -73.00
15 20031015 12 40.00 60.00 35 20040301 12 -15.00 50.00
16 20031015 12 80.00 -120.00 36 20040301 12 -5.00 105.00
17 20031101 12 -75.00 151.00 37 20040301 12 55.00 -125.00
18 20031101 12 -40.00 175.00 38 20040301 12 70.00 130.00
19 20031101 12 10.00 150.00 39 20040401 12 -30.00 130.00
20 20031101 12 30.00 90.00 40 20040401 12 20.00 42.00

diverse set of cross-sections. To do so, methods such as used in Chevallier (2002) could be adopted, but this is
beyond the scope of the present study. Visual inspection showed that the set of central profiles exhibits a similar
variability as the dataset used for the training of RTMIPAS, and this dataset was sampled using the method of
Chevallier (2002).

The LBL calculations for the cross-sections were performed using the Reference Forward Model (RFM1; Dud-
hia et al. 2002b), a multi-purpose LBL radiative transfer model originally based on GENLN2 (Edwards 1992).
The configuration used for the RFM is the same as in BMH05, except that now the atmospheric conditions are
specified through the 41 profiles describing each cross-section (the satellite is located northward of the cen-
tral profile), and a Runge-Kutta 4th order numerical integration is adopted to perform the 2-dimensional ray
tracing. Note that for the RFM calculations the 41 profiles of the cross-section needed to be interpolated to
the height levels of the central profile, whereas the RTMIPAS calculations use the RTMIPAS fixed pressure
levels as vertical coordinate. For the fixed gases included in the calculations (i.e. gases other than water vapour
and ozone), the same constant and horizontally homogeneous climatology has been used as in BMH05. We
perform calculations for rays with infinitesimal small FOVs (“pencil beams”) for the same tangent pressures
as in BMH05. Tangent point drift is not included in these calculations; instead, all tangent points are located
along the central profile. The LBL calculations are performed for all MIPAS channels in the wavenumber range
685-1750 cm � 1; channels for the MIPAS D band have been excluded to save computational cost. Channels in
the MIPAS D band show poor signal-to-noise characteristics and many are affected by solar effects, and they
will therefore not be used in the planned assimilation.

1Documentation of the RFM can be found on www.atm.ox.ac.uk/RFM/sum.html.
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3 Results

3.1 Influence of horizontal gradients

Before validating RTMIPAS-2d radiances against RFM-2d equivalents, it is worthwhile to compare RTMIPAS-
1d radiances for the set of 40 cross-sections with the 2-dimensional RFM calculations, to characterise the error
that is introduced through neglecting horizontal gradients. To do this, we performed RTMIPAS-1d calculations
for the set of cross-sections, using the central profile to establish a horizontally homogeneous atmosphere. Fig-
ures 2 and 3 show the standard deviation of the RTMIPAS-1d minus RFM-2d radiance differences, normalised
by the apodised instrument noise (i.e., error-to-noise ratio). For the noise specification, in-flight values of the
well-studied orbit 2081 have been used (see Fig. 1 in BMH05). For display purposes, we show the maximum
and the mean value for each 40-channel interval (1 cm � 1) for each pencil beam. As pointed out in BMH05,
displaying the maximum in each 40-channel interval emphasises the largest errors (as just one channel with a
large error may represent the whole spectral interval). In the present comparison, the poorest performance is
likely to be found for the most strongly absorbing channel, as this will show the strongest errors arising from
horizontal gradients, as discussed earlier.

The statistics demonstrate that neglecting horizontal gradients in RTMIPAS can introduce a substantial error,
and the error is larger the lower the tangent altitude (Figures 2 and 3). Standard deviations for the RTMIPAS-1d
minus RFM-2d radiance difference for the lowest pencil beams exceed the instrument noise for the majority
of channels (e.g., Fig. 4), with some channels exhibiting error-to-noise ratios of 10.0 and higher. Such error-
to-noise ratios are much larger than the error introduced through the fast transmittance parameterisation in
RTMIPAS (cf, Figures 34 and 35 in BMH04). As expected, the error is largest in spectral regions with strong
absorption, and higher pencil beams show statistics which are more in-line with values obtained previously in
the validation of RTMIPAS-1d for horizontally homogeneous atmospheres (cf, Figures 34 and 35 in BMH04).
The size of the error is also considerably dependent on the channel (e.g., Fig. 4), and for pencil beams with
tangent pressures of less than 121.10 hPa a sizeable number of channels can be found for which the error-to-
noise ratio is below 1.0, most of which are located in the water vapour bands. The RTMIPAS-1d simulations
also exhibit a considerable positive bias in the most strongly absorbing spectral regions (Fig. 5).

The error introduced through horizontal gradients is of course dependent on the atmospheric situation, and its
size depends on the magnitude and shape of the gradients in the sampled cross-section. Larger errors typically
occur in midlatitudes and along the edges of the polar vortices. For cases for which the atmosphere changes
non-linearly with the horizontal coordinate even weakly absorbing channels whose weighting functions peak
fairly symmetrically around the tangent point may exhibit a larger error. For actual MIPAS observations, the
sign of the error also depends on the viewing direction, with descending and ascending nodes of the satellite’s
orbits typically showing opposite signs for the same geographical region.

3.2 Validation of RTMIPAS-2d against LBL radiances

The RTMIPAS-2d radiances compare substantially better with the 2-dimensional LBL calculations than the
RTMIPAS-1d radiances. Figures 6 to 10 show that error-to-noise ratios calculated from RTMIPAS-2d minus
RFM-2d radiance differences are much smaller than error-to-noise ratios for RTMIPAS-1d for all pencil beams
and all spectral regions (compare Figures 6 and 7 to Figures 2 and 3, respectively). For most channels and
pencil beams with tangent pressures above 350 hPa (typically 8.0-8.5 km) RTMIPAS-2d can reproduce the
LBL radiance spectra to a level of accuracy that is below the noise level of the MIPAS instrument.

The evaluation of RTMIPAS-2d for the set of cross-sections can be compared to the validation of RTMIPAS-1d
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Figure 4: Distribution of the number of channels [%] versus the standard deviation of the RTMIPAS-1d minus RFM-
2d radiance differences, scaled by the MIPAS noise. Results for 8 selected pencil beams are shown, with their tangent
pressures [hPa] indicated in the legend. The binning interval is 1.0.

against LBL calculations for the horizontally homogeneous case, based on the statistics presented in BMH04
for an independent profile set. A comparison of Figures 6 to 10 with Figures 36 to 40 in BMH04 reveals that
RTMIPAS-2d compares similarly well with the 2-dimensional RFM LBL calculations as RTMIPAS-1d did for
horizontally homogeneous atmospheres, at least for tangent pressures above 350 hPa. As in RTMIPAS-1d,
error-to-noise ratios are largest in the 750-800 cm � 1 wavenumber region with pencil-beam tangent pressures
around the tropopause level. Slightly larger biases than in the 1-dimensional case are observed for some chan-
nels in the water vapour bands. For very high pencil beams (tangent pressures above 0.3 hPa), the error to
noise ratios for RTMIPAS-2d shows somewhat different behaviour than found in the RTMIPAS-1d evaluation,
with significantly lower values in the CO2 band, and larger values for some channels in the MIPAS C band
(1570-1750 cm � 1). This is most likely an artefact of the simplistic extrapolation applied in our cross-sections
above the ECMWF model top. In contrast, the profiles used in BMH04 were complemented by profiles from
the HALogen Occultation Experiment (HALOE) on board the Upper Atmosphere Research Satellite (UARS)
and therefore exhibit different variability.

The findings demonstrate that for tangent pressures above 350 hPa our pragmatic approach of extending RTMI-
PAS to 2-dimensional atmospheres performs well, and RTMIPAS-2d is able to eliminate most error otherwise
introduced through the assumption of local horizontal homogeneity (compare, for instance, Figures 3 and 7).
The results suggest that for layers above 350 hPa little could be gained by re-deriving the regression models
used in RTMIPAS on the basis of 2-dimensional atmospheres.

For the lowest pencil beams with tangent pressures larger than 350 hPa the RTMIPAS-2d radiances compare
significantly more poorly with LBL equivalents than was the case for the horizontally homogeneous calcula-
tions. The most likely explanation for this is that the sample of cases used to derive the regression models for
the lowest RTMIPAS layers does not capture all variability encountered in RTMIPAS-2d, especially in the case
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A fast radiative transfer model for limb radiances: Accounting for horizontal gradients

of the layer path lengths. To see this it is important to recall that the regression models for each RTMIPAS
layer are based only on the LBL calculations for the 46 training profiles for all pencil beams with tangent points
below that layer. This means much fewer cases are available for the lowest layers, and this by itself may lead to
a poorer accuracy of the regression models. Consistent with this, the channels and tangent heights which show
the poorest performance for RTMIPAS-2d are also the ones which showed the largest increases in the error-to-
noise ratio when RTMIPAS-1d was evaluated for an independent profile set instead of the training profile set
(BMH04). More importantly, the cases used to train the regression models for the lowest RTMIPAS-1d layers
will not encounter the same variability in the layer path lengths as is present in RTMIPAS-2d. For example, in
the extreme case of the lowest RTMIPAS layer, the variability in the layer path lengths in the horizontally ho-
mogeneous case arises only from the variability in refraction or the variability in layer depths, but the height of
the layer boundaries and therefore the depth of the layer is horizontally constant for each atmospheric situation.
In contrast, in the 2-dimensional case, the height of the RTMIPAS pressure levels and thus also the geometric
depth of the layer may vary horizontally for each cross section. This means the layer path lengths can be much
shorter or longer than is the case in horizontally homogeneous atmospheres, thus adding variability uncaptured
in the training data. This problem does not occur for higher RTMIPAS layers, since cases from a larger range of
pencil beams are available for the regression, and the variability in layer path lengths resulting from the range
of tangent pressures is much larger than that from horizontally varying layer depths or sloping pressure levels.
The poorer statistics for the lowest pencil beams suggest that it may be beneficial to retrain the regression mod-
els for the lowest RTMIPAS layers using LBL results for 2-dimensional atmospheres. However, many fields of
view at these lower tangent altitudes are cloud contaminated and therefore will not be used in the assimilation,
so such retraining is not considered a priority.
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A fast radiative transfer model for limb radiances: Accounting for horizontal gradients

3.3 Comparison of simulated and observed radiances

To further evaluate the benefits of RTMIPAS-2d we now present statistics from a comparison between ob-
served MIPAS radiances and values simulated from ECMWF-model fields over two days. The comparisons are
based on all available reprocessed MIPAS radiances (version 4.61) for the orbits 8216 to 8243 on 26 and 27
September 2003, resulting in a total of 1765 scans (orbits 8225, 8233, 8234, 8239 are missing). We consider
only clear sweeps; cloudy sweeps are excluded based on the approach of Remedios and Spang (2002) and
an additional threshold check on the clearest MIPAS channel (radiance in the 960.700 cm � 1 channel below
125 nW/(cm2 sr cm � 1); Dudhia 2004, pers. communication). The atmospheric conditions for each scan were
taken from ECMWF short-term forecasts, as would have been used as background data in the ECMWF assim-
ilation system. The fields were interpolated to yield cross-sections for each MIPAS scan in the same way as
for the 40 cross-sections described in section 2.4. The sub-tangent point of the central sweep in each scan was
used to specify the location of the central profile, with the orientation of the cross-section given by the plane
described by this sub-tangent point, the satellite’s position, and the centre of the earth. For the RTMIPAS-1d
calculations, only the central profile was used to specify the atmospheric conditions in a horizontally homoge-
neous manner. For the RTMIPAS-2d calculations, the full cross-section was used, and tangent point drift in the
horizontal was taken into account. To locate the tangent point in the vertical, both calculations used the level-2
retrieved tangent pressures instead of the engineering pointing information. This is because considerable errors
have been found in the engineering pointing information for MIPAS (von Clarmann et al. 2003).

We consider only a subset of MIPAS channels (Fig. 11), which is a set of channels expected to be used for as-
similation studies. The channels have been selected using the method of Dudhia et al. (2002a) which iteratively
grows microwindows2 which maximise information content of the set of selected radiances relative to the error
estimate in the a priori data. The method uses linear theory to estimate the retrieval error, given estimates for
the error in the a priori data, the instrument noise, and error estimates from so-called systematic errors. The
systematic errors include uncertainties or assumptions in the radiative transfer model, such as uncertainties in
the spectroscopic data, neglecting the variability of certain gases, uncertainties in the instrument line shape, etc.
We used the method to select 325 single-channel microwindows for a simultaneous retrieval of temperature,
humidity, and ozone. The estimate for the ECMWF background error covariance matrix served to define the
error in the a priori data, and in-flight values for the orbit 2081 were used to specify the MIPAS apodised
instrument noise. Error sources considered for the systematic errors from unretrieved contributors were the
same as in Dudhia et al. (2002a), except for the following differences: We included the error arising from the
RTMIPAS fast transmittance calculation, and excluded the error arising from horizontal gradients. The error
due to the climatological variability of the main 26 gases considered fixed in RTMIPAS is included, as well as
errors arising from uncertainties in the tangent pressure specification (3 %). The reader is referred to Dudhia
et al. (2002a) for more details. Note that in the following we present statistics for all tangent altitudes for each
channel, regardless of the tangent altitude range selected by the microwindow selection.

Comparisons between observed and model-simulated radiances demonstrate the benefits of RTMIPAS-2d,
achieved through a reduction in the forward model error in the radiative transfer calculations. For the lower
tangent altitudes, standard deviations between model-simulated and observed MIPAS radiances are consider-
ably smaller for the majority of the 325 channels when RTMIPAS-2d is used (Figure 12). At the same time,
there is no significant increase in the standard deviation for any channel at any tangent altitude. Note that for
the comparisons at the lowest tangent altitudes very few clear-sky sweeps are available so the statistics are less
reliable. Biases between observed and model-simulated radiances are very similar for the RTMIPAS-2d and
the RTMIPAS-1d calculations (not shown).

The reduction in the standard deviation is qualitatively consistent with theoretical estimates. Assuming the

2A microwindow is a set of radiances described by a spectral region and a tangent altitude range.
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Figure 11: Wavenumbers [cm � 1] for the selected channels.

error introduced through the assumption of local horizontal homogeneity in RTMIPAS-1d is uncorrelated to
other errors, we can estimate this error from the statistics shown in Figure 12 by taking the square root of the
difference of the variances. This is shown in Fig. 13a, and can be compared to Fig. 13b which displays the noise-
normalised standard deviations between RTMIPAS-1d and RFM-2d simulations for our 40 cross-sections used
earlier. The two plots show good consistency, with similar spectral regions affected at similar tangent altitudes.
For tangent altitudes above 20 km the estimate of the horizontal-gradient error from the observations appears
somewhat smaller than that from the simulations. This is likely a result of different sampling (For instance,
10 of the 40 cross-sections were specifically sampled for considerable horizontal structure.). In contrast, for
lower tangent altitudes (10 - 20 km), the observed horizontal-gradient error is larger than in the simulations in
some spectral regions. This is likely the result of errors arising from the tangent point drift which is taken into
account in the 2d-comparisons between model simulations and observations, but not in the simulations for the
40 cross-sections. Errors resulting from tangent-point drift are expected to be largest at lowest tangent altitudes.
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Figure 12: a) Noise-normalised standard deviation between simulated and observed clear MIPAS radiances for 26 and 27
September 2003 for the selected 325 channels. The simulated radiances are calculated assuming horizontal homogeneity.
The lower x-axis gives the index of the channel used, whereas the upper x-axis gives examples of the wavenumbers for the
channels shown. b) As a), but the simulated radiances were calculated from cross-sections, using RTMIPAS-2d.
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Figure 13: a) Noise-normalised error arising from assuming local horizontal homogeneity in the comparisons between
observed and simulated FOV-convolved radiances shown in Fig. 12a and b. The lower x-axis gives the index of the channel
used, whereas the upper x-axis gives examples of the wavenumbers for the channels shown. b) Noise-normalised error
arising from assuming local horizontal homogeneity calculated from the comparison between RTMIPAS-1d and RFM-2d
FOV-convolved radiances for 40 cross-sections for the selected 325 channels.
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4 Summary and conclusions

In this report we have investigated the role of horizontal gradients in the atmosphere for the simulation of
infrared limb radiances from the MIPAS instrument on-board the Envisat satellite, and investigated an extension
of the RTMIPAS fast radiative transfer model designed to account for horizontal gradients. These aspects have
been examined by comparing radiance spectra simulated with RTMIPAS to LBL equivalents and to real MIPAS
observations. The main findings are:


 Neglecting horizontal gradients in the atmosphere can introduce errors in the radiance simulation that
exceed by far the instrument noise. The problem is most severe for the lowest tangent heights, for which
almost all channels exhibit errors due to horizontal gradients larger than the instrument noise.
 A pragmatic and cost-effective extension of the RTMIPAS fast forward model to the 2-dimensional geom-
etry (‘RTMIPAS-2d’) can substantially reduce the error introduced if horizontal gradients are neglected.
For tangent pressures less than 350 hPa almost all error due to horizontal gradients is eliminated, and
RTMIPAS-2d is capable of simulating radiance spectra for 2-dimensional atmosphere to an accuracy that
is below the noise level of the MIPAS instrument. In the pragmatic extension of RTMIPAS we account
for the 2-dimensional geometry in the ray-tracing step, but use the regression coefficients originally de-
rived from a set of horizontally homogeneous atmospheres. A fast method to perform ray tracing on a
pressure grid has been developed, and the additional computations add only marginally to the execution
time compared to RTMIPAS-1d.
 Radiances simulated with RTMIPAS-2d from cross-sections taken from ECMWF model fields show con-
siderably smaller departures against observed MIPAS radiances than radiances simulated with RTMIPAS
under the assumption of local horizontal homogeneity. The reduction is consistent with estimates from
theoretical simulations.

Our results demonstrate that for tangent pressures less than 350 hPa (i.e., tangent altitudes below about 8 km)
little could be gained by re-deriving the RTMIPAS regression coefficients based on LBL calculations for 2-
dimensional atmospheres. In contrast, for tangent pressures larger than 350 hPa, retraining of the regression
coefficients using 2-dimensional atmospheres may be beneficial in order to capture the additional variability, for
instance, in the layer path lengths which are affected through horizontally varying layer depths. However, even
without retraining the regression coefficients, RTMIPAS-2d provides a significant improvement for the radiance
simulation compared to RTMIPAS-1d even for these lower pencil beams. Also, in practice the majority of the
observations at tangent altitudes below 8 km are affected by clouds, and they will therefore not be used in the
assimilation. A re-derivation of the coefficients based on LBL calculations for 2-dimensional atmospheres is
thus not considered a priority.

The findings show that a significant reduction in the forward model error can be expected from using RTMIPAS-
2d compared to RTMIPAS-1d in the planned assimilation of MIPAS limb radiances. Neglecting horizontal
gradients introduces a considerable, and - by its nature - highly spectrally and possibly spatially correlated
error in the radiance computations. At the same time, it has to be noted that not all channels will be used at
lower tangent heights, and the error arising from horizontal gradients can be reduced at the data selection stage
by excluding severely affected channels at certain tangent heights. This can be achieved in an objective way
through data selection methods such as described by Dudhia et al. (2002a). Such data selection is necessary in
any case since MIPAS provides a prohibitive number of channels for quantitative analyses. However, excluding
observations strongly affected by horizontal gradients in the atmosphere also reduces information on these
gradients that could otherwise be retrieved or assimilated from the observations.
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Future work will investigate aspects of horizontal gradients further in the context of the direct assimilation of
infrared limb radiances. While the reduction of forward model error is likely to be beneficial in the radiance
assimilation, it is unclear to what extent information on atmospheric gradients in the radiances will improve
the description of atmospheric gradients in the analysis, given the structure of the background error. In order
to use RTMIPAS-2d in a variational data assimilation system, tangent linear and adjoint routines have been
developed as for RTMIPAS-1d. We will report in the future in more detail on the horizontal aspects of limb
radiance assimilation.
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Appendix: Ray-tracing

The ray-tracing approach employed in RTMIPAS-2d can be viewed as a generalisation of the method outlined
in BMH05 (Appendix A). From elementary geometry, if (r� θ ) are the polar coordinates of a point P on the
ray-path within a two-dimensional plane, the derivative of the distance along the ray-path, s, with respect to θ
is

ds
dθ

� r
sinφ

(2)

where φ is angle between the local radius vector and the tangent to the ray-path at P (See Fig.3.5, Born and
Wolf 1993).

Consider a point on ray-path, P � i � that intersects the ith pressure level at the coordinate r � i � and θ � i � and define
the impact parameter at P � i � as a � i ��� n � i � r � i � sin φ � i � , where n � i � is the refractive index. The total path between
the ith and � i � 1 � th pressure levels, ∆s, is evaluated as the sum of the path-lengths along M sub-intervals (or
integration steps) ∆s � ∑M

m  1 δ sm (Currently, M � 10). From eq.2 the path length along the mth sub-interval
can be written as

δ sm � lδθm � (3)

l is assumed to be a constant between the ith and � i � 1 � th pressure levels, and is given by

l � �
r � i ��� r ��� i � 1 �

sinφ � i ��� sin φ � � i � 1 � � (4)

where r � � i � 1 � is the radius of the � i � 1 � th pressure level evaluated at θ � i � ; sin φ � i ��� a � i ����� n � i � r � i ��� and we
approximate sinφ ��� i � 1 ��� a � i ����� n ��� i � 1 � r ��� i � 1 ��� , noting that n ��� i � 1 � is the refractive index on the � i � 1 � th
level, evaluated at θ � i � .
The path between the ith and � i � 1 � th pressure levels, which is composed of M steps, is characterised by
angular positions (θm), impact parameter values (am) and ray-vector/radius vector angles (φm). When m � 1,
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these variables are intialised with the values on the ith pressure level (e.g., a1 � a � i � ). As in the 1D-case, the
change in angular position for the mth step can be written as,

δθm ��� δφm ����� δαm � (5)

where δαm is the bending of the ray path caused by the gradients in the refractive index. However, in the 2D
calculation the model variables on the fixed pressure levels (refractive index (n), refractivity (N), radius (r) and
refractive index-radius product (x � nr)) have to be interpolated to θm, the angular coordinate of the starting
point of the mth step, in order to evaluate δφm and δαm. We define

xl � xi  θm
� � m ! 1 �

M " � xi # 1  θm
! xi  θm

� (6)

and
xu � xi  θm

� m
M " � xi # 1  θm

! xi  θm
� (7)

where xi  θm
and xi # 1  θm

are the refractive index–radius product on the ith and � i � 1 � th pressure levels, respec-
tively, interpolated to θm. δφm is given by

δφm � φm ! φm � 1 (8)

where φm � sin � 1 � am � xu � .
The ray bending, δαm, can be written as (e.g., eq. 9.41, Rodgers 2000)

δα �$! am % xu

xl

d lnn
dx& � x2 ! a2

m � dx (9)

As in RTMIPAS-1d, this expression can be simplified by approximating
&

x2 ! a2
m � &

2am � x ! am � and lnn �
10 � 6N, where N is the refractivity, and it assumed that the variation of N at θm, between xl and xu, has the form
N � x �'� Nm exp �(! km � x ! xl ��� . Eq.9 then becomes

δα � 10 � 6kmNm exp � km � x ! am ���*) am

2 % xu

xl

exp �(! km � x ! am ���& � x ! am � dx � (10)

This has an analytical solution

δα � 10 � 6 ) πamkm

2
Nm exp � km � xl ! am ���,+ erf � & km � xu ! am ���-! erf �/. km � xl ! am ���10 (11)

where “erf” denotes the Gaussian error function. The angular coordinate is updated for the � m � 1 � th step using
θm # 1 2 θm � δθm and the impact parameter a is updated with

am # 1 � am � �
∂n
∂θ � r

δ sm (12)
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